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Large Eddy Simulation of Partially Premixed Combustion  
in Complex Geometries with Regard to Liquid Fuels

Motivation

–    Combustion plays a major role in energy  
production

–    For mobile or stand alone devices liquid fuels 
are of unique relevance

–     Further understanding of 2-phase combustion 
(vaporization, mixing, combustion)

–    Prediction of flames and pollutants in technical 
applications

Method and Theory

–    Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) for continuous 
phase evolution, known for its excellent  
predicting capabilities for single phase flows

–     Low Mach number approach
–     Kinetic approach to capture finite rate chemis-

try effects and premixed flame dynamics
–     Flamelet Generated Manifolds method (FGM)  

to reduce detailed chemical mechanisms 
–     Discrete particle simulation (Lagrangian  

approach) for dispersed phase evolution
–    2-way coupling between continuous and  

dispersed phase
–    Vaporization modeling assuming infinite  

thermal conductivity within spherical droplets

Approach

The utilized flow solver is FASTEST-3D, an in-
compressible second-order accurate explicit finite 
volume method based CFD-code. It utilizes block 
structured boundary fitted grids, based on hexa-
hedral cells. The chemical state is based on the ele-
ment mixture fraction and one additional chemical 
progress variable. Reaction kinetics are accounted 
for by tabulated chemistry. To obtain an efficient 
tool, the Lagrangian particle tracking algorithm is 
implemented directly into the flow solver, decreas-
ing the communication effort between independ-
ent programs. In the Lagrangian description the 
particles/droplets are represented by mass points 
assuming non rotating spheres with negligible mo-
ment of inertia.

Modeling

Several processes at subgrid scale level have to be 
considered. For chemistry turbulence interaction 
independency of mixing and the normalized re-
action progress is assumed. The implicit thicken-
ing of the reaction layer due to the numerical grid 
and its impact on the macroscopic flame speed is 
included by scaling the reaction progress variable 
source term. Further the influence of evaporation 
on chemistry turbulence interaction is open.
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TECFLAM premixed burner. Visualization of the reaction 
progress variable source term: mean and snapshot.

Evaporating spray. Snapshot of the droplet distribution 
and the fuel mixture fraction field.

Experimental Investigation of Transient  
Combustion Phenomena in Turbulent Flames

Motivation

A stable combustion is essential for the operation 
of stationary as well as aircraft gas turbines. Nev-
ertheless desired and undesired transient proc-
esses take place in these turbulent swirled flames. 
In premixed and non-premixed combustors igni-
tion is always inevitable to start a stable reaction. 
The latest developments towards lean premixed 
combustor design reduce the pollutant emissions 
but also make the system prone to further tran-
sients, i.e. extinction and flashback. Especially in 
airborne gas turbines extinction is a major safety 
matter, because pressure and temperatures in high 
altitudes are usually very disadvantageous for re-
ignition. Furthermore flashback can lead to the 
destruction of the combustion system. There the 
flame propagates upstream against the flow direc-
tion and typically overheats vital components. A 
detailed knowledge of the driving mechanisms be-
hind these complex transient phenomena will help 
in the future development of lean premixed gas 
turbine combustors.

Method

To resolve the usually very small time scales dur-
ing these processes occur, measurement systems 
with a very high temporal resolution are applied. 
All optical laser based methods are used to leave 

the combustion process undisturbed. Simultane-
ously applied planar laser induced fluorescence 
(PLIF) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) at 
several kHz repetition rate determine flame front 
position and velocities in two dimensions. In order 
to statistically investigate the turbulence-chemis-
try interactions during the process the spatial coor-
dinate system is shifted from the laboratory frame 
onto the flame. Furthermore, a shift of time scale 
can be made, setting “time zero” at a significant 
point in the transient process, e.g. first breach of 
flame front during extinction. It is called “multi-
dimensional conditioning” and defines a relative 
reference for comparing different realizations of 
the same process.

The device currently under test is a turbulent 
TECFLAM-burner. In this burner the fuel (meth-
ane) enters the mixing chamber through a circular 
pipeline and mixes there with the oxidiser (air). 
This methane-air-mixture flows through a variable 
swirl-generator and leaves the burner through the 
nozzle. The resulting flame is a swirled, turbulent 
flame which can be operated at critical conditions 
close to flashback and has an optical access from 
all sides. The spectroscopic investigations are con-
ducted above the burner exits as well as inside 
the nozzle which can be exchange with a quartz 
glass tube to allow for transmittance of ultra violet 
light.
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